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Only a few companies in the world 
of cycling can be proud to have a 
successful history of more than 65 
years and to be still in the forefront 
of innovtion.

With Joy and Sincerity we can 
say to have contributed to the 
great history of Cycling with 
our innovation, and we hope to 
continue our way to guarantee the 
best product to our customers .
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Welcome to our new product range for the years 2017-2018. 
In this year we celebrate our 65° anniversary and we are happy to show 
you our news !
We made a new version of our beloved Trekking handlebar Dumbo 3D 
and a bike bag specially suited for it. We hope you will enjoy your ride 
with our smart and safe products, made of high quality material and deep 
ergonomic study.

The making of an Italian Legend :

Started in 1952 in a small factory in the north-eastern Italian town of 
Santa Lucia di Piave by Mr. Adamo Modolo, the company initially made a 
variety of steel parts for bicycles. Domenico Modolo (son of the founder), 
joined the company in 1976 having graduated as an industrial engineer. 
Soon afterwards, the famous TOP brake-set made in light alloy, started 
production. These brake-sets were exported all over the world and set the 
standard for high quality Italian aftermarket components.

1952 - 2017
65 years anniversary

www.modolo.com



MODOLO DUMBO 3D - V2
THE ADJUSTABLE TREKKING HANDLEBAR
The renowned Modolo DUMBO handlebar, appreciated by who are 
into bike touring from around the world for its freedom of adjustment, is 
updated this year with two new versions. Both shares the classic DUMBO 
“U” shaped central system, but they offer two different types of bends.

The multi-positions trekking handlebar Modolo Dumbo 3D-V2, thanks to its 
original shape, allows the fine-tuning in 3 axes of the geometry. You will be 
able to adapt every angle, length and height to your personal need. The 
2 appendix are locked to the central “U” tube with special clamps, strong 
and easy to adjust. Persons with skeletal asymmetry will find their best 
comfort using the DUMBO handlebar. The expert cyclist will find a solid 
ally in the long run.



The Standard version is an improvement of the previous geometry, now 
less squared, more compact, and comfortable for the hands. The total 
length of the handlebar with these new appendices reaches now 62cm.

The Sport version provides an horizontal position and is suitable for 
those who want a lighter product, or does not need the multi-position. 

These two new appendices are also available as an upgrade for owners 
of the previous version.



• Each of the 2 new version of the 
dumbo handlebar shares the same 
central “U” tube, clamps, and bridge.
• The user can upgrade and convert 
the shape buying the Standard or 
Sport appendix. 
• The 2 new appendix are compatible 
with older version of the Modolo 
Dumbo
• For a more compact and lighter 
shape the central “U” tube can be 
cut (instructions provided on manual)

• The tubes are laser marked with 
measured references for precise 
setting of the desired angle, length or 
height.
• The Special Clamps with embroiled 
logo allows the users to set all the 
regulations on the Modolo Dumbo 
handlebar
• The bridge solidly keep together 
the sides for a rigid and safe ride. 
Precise and fast alignment of the two 
sides. Laser logo and cable passage.

Standard version :
Length: from 56 to 62 cm | Weight: 629 gr.  

Sport version :
Length: from 64 to 72 cm | Weight: 577 gr.

Common detail :
Material: ALU 5086 H34 |   Height: variable 35 mm. 

Lateral Angle: +/-10° or free | Lateral Rotation: +/-35° or free 
D. Central Tube: 25.4 mm  | D. Lateral bends: 22.2 mm

Color: Black anodized, laser detail



MODOLO YUMA
BUTTERFLY TREKKING HANDLEBAR
Modolo Yuma multi-positions handlebar, made of quality material. A very 
versatile and comfortable handlebar, developed for trekking and touring 
bikes. Born in the late 1992 at Modolo, the Yuma Handlebar is perfect for 
bike tours. 

Thanks to its particular design Modolo Yuma handlebar offers great hand 
protection, shocking absorption and 3 hand positions. 
With this handlebar you will improve your bike ride, avoiding hand pain in 
the long ride.

Material: ALU 5082 H32  | Size: 56 cm (center/center)
Color: Black or silver anodized | Weight: 390 gr.



MODOLO MOHICAN
ATB-TREKKING HANDEBAR
Modolo Mohican multi-positions handlebar, built with quality material, add 
several hand position and protection to your hand. The Modolo Mohican 
will improve your bike comfort .

Thanks to Modolo Mohican handlebar you will have 3 different positions, the 
particular geometry helps in protecting your hand and absorb vibrations 
from the road. 

Material: ALU 5082 H32  | Size: 56 cm (center/center)
Color: Black or silver anodized | Weight: 320 gr.



MODOLO GRANFONDO
RISED ROAD HANDLEBAR
Modolo Granfondo is a unique handlebar in the market, designed to give 
a comfortable ride thanks to a rise road geometry. It is a good alternative 
for road, trekking or commuting bike. The particular shape allow a rise 
positions and a wide lower bend, the perfect shape for people who live in 
bikes, but find the classic road handlebar too race oriented for daily use.

Material: ALU 6061 T6 DB | Size: 43 cm | Diameter: 26mm | Rise: 30mm 
Drop: 139mm | Reach: 81mm | Color: Black anodized | Weight: 350 gr.

The Modolo Granfondo handlebar is the only rise road bike handlebar in 
the market. Great comfort and a longer length in the vertical bend for a 
great hand comfort!



MODOLO X-BOOST
ROAD HANDLEBAR
Modolo X-boost shares the original “Curvissima” shape used in the KX 
handlebar. Made of lightweight aluminium 6061, is a classic Modolo 
handlebar now reissued also in silver finish, to best match vintage bicycles.
The height of the bend (drop) is greater at 145mm. The depth (reach) is 
also bigger, at 102mm. The X-BOOST, has the upper angle of 16°, so that 
the hand position on the levers is straight, offering great comfort. 

Material: 6061T6 2 Butted | Surface: Ceramic Shot-Peening
Size (center-center): 40-42-44 cm | Diameter: 26/31,8 mm
Finish: Black or silver anodized  | Weight: 270 gr. (42 cm) 

The lower bend, “CURVISSIMA”, is the direct evolution of the anatomical 
bend patented by Modolo in 1985 that allowed only two hand positions. 
This bend has a super-comfortable micro-positions grip. 



MODOLO VENUS
ROAD BAR FOR SMALL HANDS
Modolo Venus handlebar uses a special geometry, born in 1999 at Modolo, 
studied for people with small hands; with this shape the brake levers are 
brought almost 9mm nearer. In 2005 the design has been modified in the 
lower part of the grip, so now it has the same “CURVISSIMA” shape as 
other Modolo handlebars, giving an increase in comfort by allowing an 
infinite number of micro-positions.

Material: 6061 T6 butted | Surface: Ceramic shoot peening
Size ( center/center) : 36–38–40-42 cm | Diameter: 31.8 / 26 mm

Finish: Black or silver anodized | Weight: 269 gr. (40cmx31.8)

The special shape of Modolo Venus shortens the distance from the brake 
levers, this improve control and braking force in persons with small hands.
The micro-positions of the “curvissima-shape” give a comfortable area for 
your hands.



MODOLO PISTA
CLASSIC PISTA HANDLEBAR
Modolo Pista Handlebar, the classic bend for vintage and fixed bikes, in 
aluminium 6061 T6 .
The Modolo Pista Handlebar with classical pista bend, high anodized 
finishing and old style Modolo logo laser marked.

Material: AL 6061 T6 | Size: 40 - 42 cm | Diameter: 26mm 
Color: Silver  anodized | Weight: 270 gr

A classic handlebar that will improve your bike’s beauty. Match it with the 
Modolo Q-Race 11 stem for a unique piece of unbelievable elegance!



MODOLO Q-RACE 11
CNC MACHINED QUILL STEM
Modolo Q-Race 11 quill stem, perfect for vintage bike, made in aluminium 
6061 CNC machined.
A true classic that match elegance precision and safety. The new Modolo 
Q-Race 11 stem unite modernity with the past in this beautiful product.

Material: ALU 6061-T6 | Size: 90 - 100 mm 
Clamp diameter: 26mm | Tube diameter: 22.2mm | Weight: 280 gr.



MODOLO KION
SUPER LIGHT BIKE STEM
Modolo Kion stem, super light and elegant made of aluminium 2014 T6. 
With a weight of only 115 gr.!  

Made of aluminium 2014 T6, the Modolo Kion stem with his lightweight 
match perfectly with high-end handlebars, either Road or Mtb.

Material: ALU 2014-T6 | Size: 90-100-110-120 mm | Diameter: 31,8mm
Color: anodized black | Weight:115 gr. 



MODOLO DUMBO STEM 
SHORT STEM FOR DUMBO HANDLEBAR 

MODOLO X-BOOST STEM
PERFORMANCE BIKE STEM
The Modolo X-Boost bike stem, made of quality aluminium 6061. Great 
weight and precise control of your track. Cold forged and CNC machined 
for a strong and light product.

Material: 6061 T6 CNC | Size: 90-100-110-120mm | Diameter: 31,8 mm
Angle: Reverse +/- 6° | Finish: Black | Weight : 125 gr. (100mm)

A solid stem to match with our Dumbo 3D handlebar, the short length 
match well with the already adjustable Dumbo 3D.

Material: 6061-T6 | Size: 75mm | Diameter: 25,4 mm
Angole:  5° | Color: Black anodized | Weight : 170gr.



MODOLO MORPHOS
COMPATIBLE INTEGRATED LEVER + SHIFTERS
Modolo Morphos integrated lever, one of the most versatile and compatible 
lever in the World ! Developed by Domenico Modolo the Morphos is 
compatible with most of the common gear such as Shimano 7,8,9,10 speed 
and Campagnolo 8,9,10 speed, support also 5/6 index as well. Modolo 
Morphos integrated lever, the future for your old bike.

With Modolo Morphos integrated lever you can brake while shifting. Made 
with high quality material of alluminium 7075 and thermo-plastic carbon 
fibre.

By simply working with a screwdriver 
from the front of the lever body, it is 
possible to change the speed system 
on the selector that runs straight 
through the lever. Both the brake and 
shift cables work in a straight line, 
reducing the risk of breakage due to 
repeated curving around a radius.



The Moprhos levers are a 
masterpiece of technology, 
completely designed in 3D CAD 
already in the late 1998.

With this lever you can take your old 
bike to future, keeping it very light. 
A pair of lever weights only 375 gr.

The shifting mechanism is protected from accidental falls. 
The brake lever is made of aluminum; the other parts are made of 
thermoplastic carbon fiber or CNC machined 7075-T6 light alloy. 

Suitable for a amateurs who wants to increase the functionality of their 
bicycle without the need to replace the whole group, or to the Cyclo-cross 
riders, for the lightness and ergonomic shape. 

Material : ALU 6081-7075- thermo-plastic carbon fiber
Compatibility : Shimano 7,8,9,10 / Campagnolo 8,9,10 V.

Color : Carbon look / Silver | Weight : 375 gr. 



MODOLO DUMBO BIKE BAG
BIKE BAG FOR DUMBO HANDLEBAR
The all new Dumbo Bike Bag, born in collaboration with Italian brand Miss 
Grape, is studied to lock and match perfectly within the Modolo Dumbo 3D 
handlebar. 

Made in Italy, this bag is water-resistant and has special shims to allow 
the easy passage of the cables. The rolling closures on both sides are 
equipped with a compression system that allows to minimize the outer 
dimensions of the bag. 

Material: nylon 210 with PVC back, reinforcing fabric with nylon 420, 
polyester 300, with polyurethane resin | Diameter: 18 cm 
Size: from 35 to 65 cm | Volume: 10 liters | Weight: 396 g



The new Dumbo Bike Bag is perfect for holydays and bike touring, match 
it with our Dumbo Hanldebr for the best experience. Once fixed, you won’t 
notice that a bag is hanging from your handlebar while riding!



MODOLO VINTAGE FRAME BAG

MODOLO VINTAGE SADDLE BAG

ECO-LEATHER VINTAGE STYLE BAG

ECO-LEATHER VINTAGE STYLE BAG

A simple but elegant accessories for your vintage road bike. Made in eco-
leather with old Modolo logo embossed, suitable for containing tools, keys 
and similar object.

Modolo vintage saddle bag is a sweet eco-leather bag, perfect for your 
vintage bike. Early Modolo Logo embossed, fits on saddle or handlebar. 
Optimal for tools, sunglasses & little object.

Material: Eco-Leather | Color: Brown or black | Weight: 300 gr.

Material: Eco-Leather | Color: Brown or black | Weight: 230 gr. 



Domenico Modolo



Modolo contacts:

Sales : serena@modolo.com
Tech : nico@modolo.com

Media : maximilianmodolo@me.com
Web : modolo.com

Modolo Italia srls contact :

Via B. Croce 62, 31015 
Conegliano (TV) Italy. 

Tel : +39 (0) 438 1890976
Mail : info@modoloitalia.it
Web : modoloitalia.com

Keep updated on Modolo’s product range and obtain 
more informations visiting our website :

ww.modolo.com
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